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Chapter 1: Introduction to Semiprime Arithmetic Sequences
Because of their unique properties and applications, it is safe to say that prime numbers
are the most studied set of numbers in all of mathematics. Countless papers have been written
about the different properties and applications of prime numbers. However, there is a closely
related group of numbers that have been significantly understudied. Semiprime numbers, also
called semiprimes, are positive integers that only have two prime factors excluding 1 and the
original integer. Another way of saying this is that a semiprime number is of the form n = p*q
where p and q are primes that are not necessarily distinct. For example, the number 10 is
semiprime since it only has the prime factors 5 and 2. Just like prime numbers, semiprime
numbers are simple to understand, but there are countless properties that have yet to be studied
and explained in a public capacity.
Explaining the focus of this thesis must be prefaced with an explanation of primes in
arithmetic progression and prime groupings. Primes in arithmetic progression are a finite
sequence of prime numbers that occur consecutively with the same distance between them. The
smallest and simplest of such sequences is the three term sequence 3, 5, and 7. Many longer such
sequences have been found. The longest sequence of primes in arithmetic progression known
was found on September 19, 2019 by Rob Gahan and PrimeGrid and consists of 27 primes [1].
Because prime numbers other than 2 cannot be even, there cannot be consecutive prime
numbers besides 2 and 3. Therefore, for primes greater than 3, the closest two prime numbers are
numbers with a difference of two. These prime number pairs are called twin primes, with one
example being 41 and 43. The grouping of prime numbers does not stop there, as there has also
been study into the groupings of prime triplets. Prime numbers cannot appear in the form p, p+2,
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and p+4 after 3, 5, and 7 since every third odd number will be divisible by 3. Therefore, all prime
triplets that start with a number greater than 3 must follow one of two possible forms, those
being either {p, p+2, and p+6} or {p, p+4, and p+6} with p being some prime number greater
than 3. One example of a prime triplet with the form {p, p+2, and p+6} is 11, 13, and 17. This
can continue seemingly infinitely, as there have also been categorizations of prime quadruplets,
prime quintuplets, and more [3]. The main difference between prime groupings and primes in
arithmetic progression is that prime groupings do not need to have the same distance between all
consecutive numbers while primes in arithmetic progression do.
While prime groupings along with primes in arithmetic progression have been studied
and been the subject of many papers, mathematicians have not yet done anything similar with
semiprimes in a published and easily accessible fashion. As there is no reason to distinguish
between groupings and arithmetic sequences for semiprime numbers, the ideas behind prime
groupings and primes in arithmetic progression have been used to see what occurs with
arithmetic sequences of semiprime numbers instead of primes. Throughout this thesis, these will
be called semiprime arithmetic sequences.
Because semiprime numbers have exactly two prime factors, semiprime arithmetic
sequences have different properties from prime arithmetic sequences and prime groupings. For
example, semiprime numbers can be even and greater than 2 because an even semiprime has the
factors 2 and one other prime number. The number 14 is one example of an even semiprime,
since its two factors are the prime numbers 2 and 7. This allows the existence of semiprime
triplets of consecutive integers of the form {s, s+1, and s+2} where every number in the
semiprime triplet has only two factors. The smallest semiprime triplet that follows this form is
33, 34, and 35. However, these semiprime triplets are not the only semiprimes found in
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arithmetic sequence. Because semiprimes have different properties than prime numbers,
arithmetic sequences of semiprimes can likely occur with more terms than any known prime
arithmetic sequences. Semiprimes of the form {s, s+2, s+4, s+6, and s+8} can occur, with the
first group of this form being the numbers 213, 215, 217, 219, and 221 [2]. These semiprime
arithmetic sequences can be generalized into the form s, s+d, s+2d, s+3d, … with s and d both
being positive integers and the sequence continuing until a number that is not semiprime is the
next possible integer in the sequence.
Determining the maximum possible length of semiprime arithmetic sequences and
providing a foundation for others interested in this area to work from is the goal of this thesis.
While semiprime numbers have been categorized in spaces such as the On-Line Encyclopedia of
Integer Sequences [2], the study of the upper bound of the maximum length of their arithmetic
sequences has not been done in any significant public capacity. There is good reason to believe
that the discovery, proving, and categorizing of semiprime arithmetic sequences will provide new
avenues for study and additional questions to be answered later in a separate work. The next
chapter will discuss the upper bound on the maximum length of these sequences found through
proofs along with concrete examples.
Literature Review:
There are two important sources that will be used in helping to determine properties of
semiprime arithmetic sequences. The first and most directly related source on the subject comes
from a small, obscure website named ‘pepsplace.org.uk’. It is the only known source that is open
and easily accessible that has information on semiprime arithmetic sequences. The document,
written by Andy Pepperdine, is very short with all of its information contained on only two
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pages. It also references a problem and solution published in volumes 31 and 32 of the Journal of
Recreational Mathematics. However, attempting to find any more information on those volumes
has proved to be unsuccessful. This source proves that research on semiprime arithmetic
sequences has been done before. All of the information found in this document will be confirmed
through both the proofs shown in this thesis and through the computer program written for this
thesis as well [4].
The second source is a website titled “Primes in Arithmetic Progressions Records.” It
contains a list of primes in arithmetic progression for sequences containing 3 prime numbers up
to sequences containing 27 prime numbers of multiple different types. The website contains a list
of first known primes sequences of certain lengths, longest known sequences, sequences with the
smallest known starting number, and sequences with the smallest known ending number. While
its presentation is dated in many aspects, its information is clear and backed by multiple sources.
Primes in arithmetic progression have a unique relationship with semiprime arithmetic sequences
as they allow semiprime arithmetic sequences to be built off of them. This will be explained in
more detail later, and without a list of primes in arithmetic progression, examples would not be
available [1].
Research Methods:
The research and analysis of semiprime arithmetic sequences done in this thesis can be
split into two categories: theoretical and real-world examples. All of the research into the
theoretical side of semiprime arithmetic sequences was done through writing and proving
theorems that are shown and explained in chapter 2. The ability to prove the theorems shown in
this thesis has all come through learning during my time as an undergraduate at Belmont
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University as well as spending large amounts of time working on, thinking through, and revising
these theorems. The theorems were written by me alone with input from Dr. Mike Pinter.
Examples of semiprime arithmetic sequences in the tables shown throughout this thesis
were all found using the computer code written for this thesis in the program IntelliJ. The
program is built off of code written to find and list all semiprime numbers from 1 to N. Now,
instead of stopping there, it takes the list of semiprime numbers and checks to see how many
semiprimes occur after each semiprime a specific distance (called “stride” in the program) away
that can be changed by the user. If the length of the semiprime arithmetic sequence is greater
than or equal to previous ones found, it will list the first semiprime in the sequence along with
the sequence’s length. An example of the output for the program is given below.

In this example, the distance or “stride” between semiprimes is 1, and the maximum
number that is checked is 100. Both of these are given at the top of the list before any other data
is put down. The next lines show the longest semiprime sequences it found between the first
semiprime number, 4, and the last number checked, 100. When the program lists “33, 3,” this
means that 33, 34, and 35 is either the longest semiprime arithmetic sequence of distance 1 it has
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found so far or it is as long as the last sequence it found. If there is any doubt that a number in
the sequence is not semiprime, the factors can be found through trial and error with a calculator
or putting the number into any of the multiple factor calculators that can be found on the internet.
The full code being used is listed at the end of this thesis as Appendix A.
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Chapter 2: Theorems on Maximum Lengths for Semiprime Arithmetic Sequences
Because modular arithmetic is a central part of proving each of the theorems below, a
basic understanding of modular arithmetic is necessary to fully understand the proofs done
throughout this chapter. Modular arithmetic may be best described as an arithmetic of
remainders. For example, any integer with a remainder of 1 when divided by the “modulus” 4
would be placed into the group 1mod4. Any number with a remainder of 2 would be placed in
the group for 2mod4, and so on. Addition in modular arithmetic works the same way that
addition works normally. For example, (a)mod4+(b)mod4 = (a+b)mod4. However, the sum of
any two numbers greater than the modulus will never be greater than the modulus. It will always
be one of the possible remainders. For example, 3mod4+3mod4 ≡ 2mod4.
All odd numbered distances d, or the difference between each number in the sequence,
are able to be grouped together in one proof because odd numbers, by their definition, do not
have a factor of 2. Because of this, along with the definition of semiprimes, a semiprime
arithmetic sequence of odd distance d that reaches its maximum length must end with a
semiprime se such that se+d has a factor of 4. For example, consider the maximum length
sequence with odd distance 3: 115, 118, and 121. The integer 121 is the last semiprime in the
sequence because the next potential integer in the sequence, 124, has the prime factors 2, 2, and
31. Because 124 has more than 2 factors, it is not semiprime and cannot continue the semiprime
arithmetic sequence. If the length of the sequence does not reach its upper bound, the next
non-semiprime that halts the sequence does not necessarily have to be a factor of 4. It could also
be prime or a number with 3 factors that is not divisible by 4.
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Semiprime arithmetic sequences end once the next number potentially occurring in the
sequence does not have two factors. This means that the non-semiprime that stops the sequence
from continuing will either be prime or have more than two factors. However, all semiprime
arithmetic sequences that reach the sequence length upper bound have to end when the next
potential integer has more than two factors. This means that all maximum length semiprime
arithmetic sequences with an odd distance will be stopped by an integer having the factors 2, 2,
and at minimum one other prime factor. This is shown for all odd distances in the proof below.

Theorem: Assume that a maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence of
odd distance d has a starting semiprime s > 4. The maximum length
semiprime arithmetic sequence must have a length of 3.
Proof:
Define the distance between semiprime numbers in an semiprime arithmetic sequence as
d, with d being a positive odd integer. The semiprime arithmetic sequence would consist of s,
s+d, s+2d, …etc with s being the first semiprime number in the arithmetic sequence. Since d is
odd, it must be relatively prime to 4. Therefore, by the definition of semiprime numbers, the
semiprime arithmetic sequence would end when the next potential number in the sequence is
divisible by 4 and some other number. Therefore, for the semiprime arithmetic sequence to
obtain the upper bound on length which for odd d is 3, it would have to fall into one of two
cases:
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First Case: d ≡ 1mod4
If d ≡ 1mod4, then the maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence of distance d
would follow the form 1mod4, 2mod4, and 3mod4, with s ≡ 1mod4, s+d ≡ 2mod4, and s+2d ≡
3mod4. The largest or last number in the sequence is s+2d since s+3d would be congruent to
0mod4. The number would be the product of 4 and some other number, meaning more than 2
prime factors. Therefore, the number cannot be semiprime. If s ≡ 2mod4 or 3mod4, the sequence
would be at most length 2 and length 1 respectively. Therefore, the maximum length semiprime
arithmetic sequence for an odd numbered distance in the first case is 3.

Second Case: d ≡ 3mod4
If d ≡ 3mod4, then its sequence would follow the form 3mod4, 2mod4, and 1mod4, with
s ≡ 3mod4, s+d ≡ 2mod4, and s+2d ≡ 1mod4. Again, the sequence ends with s+2d since s+3d
would be 0mod4 and therefore not semiprime. If s was congruent to 1mod4 or 2mod4, the
arithmetic sequence would only end sooner and therefore not attain the upper bound. Therefore,
the maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence for an odd numbered distance in the second
case is 3.

Therefore, since both cases have a maximum length sequence of 3, any semiprime arithmetic
sequence of distance d, with d being a positive odd integer, must have a maximum length of 3.
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In the table below, examples of semiprime arithmetic sequences with a maximum length
of 3 are shown as well as into which case their distance d is categorized.

Maximum Length Sequences with odd distance d: (Sequences have alternating colors to help
with readability)
Distance

Maximum Length Semiprime Arithmetic Sequences

d = 1, d ≡ 1mod4

33, 34, 35 ; 85, 86, 87 ; 93, 94, 95 ; 121, 122, 123 ; 141, 142, 143

d = 3, d ≡ 3mod4

115, 118, 121 ; 155, 158, 161 ; 203, 206, 209 ; 215, 218, 221 ;
259, 262, 265

d = 5, d ≡ 1mod4

77, 82, 87 ; 209, 214, 219 ; 249, 254, 259 ; 309, 314, 319 ;
329, 334, 339

d = 7, d ≡ 3mod4

51, 58, 65 ; 55, 62, 69 ; 115, 122, 129 ; 187, 194, 201 ; 291, 298, 305

The next theorem that follows arose from considering how many odd consecutive
semiprimes can occur in arithmetic sequence. Now, instead of looking at odd distances between
semiprimes, the focus will now be on the smallest even distance, 2. Because the semiprimes in
these semiprime arithmetic sequences are all odd, a modulus of 4 no longer works as the smallest
semiprime able to find the maximum length of the sequence. Starting with an odd semiprime and
adding 2 would never reach a number with a factor of 4. Starting with an odd semiprime
congruent to 1mod4 and adding 2, for example, would only cause the numbers to cycle infinitely
between 1mod4 and 3mod4. The next largest semiprime, 6, also does not work as the modulus
because it still has a factor of 2 and causes a similar cycle to occur. Therefore, the maximum
length of this sequence must be 8 because every 9th odd integer in succession will always be
divisible by 9. One example would be the semiprime arithmetic sequence 8129, 8131, 8133,
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8135, 8137, 8139, 8141, and 8143. The odd integers 2 less than the starting semiprime and 2
more than the ending semiprime, 8127 and 8145, are both divisible by 9. The same reason that
consecutive semiprime arithmetic sequences cannot continue when reaching a multiple of 4 also
holds in this case for a multiple of 9. The proof below continues with this line of reasoning and
shows that 9 works to find an upper bound for all even distances d when d is not congruent to
0mod6.

Theorem: Assume that a maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence has
an even distance d without a factor of 3 and the starting semiprime s > 9. The
maximum length of the semiprime arithmetic sequence must be 8.
Proof:
Define the distance between semiprime numbers in a semiprime arithmetic sequence as d,
with d, in this case, being a positive even integer without a factor of 3. The semiprime arithmetic
sequence would consist of s, s+d, s+2d,... etc with s being a semiprime number. Since d is an
even number without a factor of 3, it must be relatively prime to 3. Therefore, it is also relatively
prime to 9. Therefore, by the definition of semiprime numbers, the semiprime arithmetic
sequence will end when the next number in the sequence would have the factors 3, 3, along with
at least one other factor. To get the maximum amount of semiprimes in a semiprime arithmetic
sequence of distance d, the sequence will fall into 1 of 6 cases depending on d.
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First Case: d ≡ 1mod9
For this case, the sequence must consist of semiprimes congruent to 1mod9, 2mod9,
3mod9, 4mod9, 5mod9, 6mod9, 7mod9, and 8mod9 in that order. If the semiprime starts at any
other semiprime not congruent to 1mod9, 1mod9 cannot be reached before 0mod9 and therefore
cannot reach the maximum length. The next number in the sequence after 8mod9 would be
0mod9, and therefore divisible by 3, 3, and at least one other number and, by the definition of
semiprime numbers, not semiprime. Therefore, the semiprime arithmetic sequence would be
forced to end at a maximum length of 8 semiprimes.

Second Case: d ≡ 2mod9
For this case, the sequence of semiprime numbers must consist of semiprimes congruent
to 2mod9, 4mod9, 6mod9, 8mod9, 1mod9, 3mod9, 5mod9, and 7mod9 in that order. The next
number in the sequence after the semiprime congruent to 7mod9 would be congruent to 0mod9.
Since that number would have factors of 3, 3, and at least one other number, the number cannot
be semiprime. If the semiprime started on any other semiprime not congruent to 2mod9, the
sequence would reach 0mod9 before 2mod9, and, therefore, it cannot reach its maximum length.
Therefore, the semiprime arithmetic sequence would be forced to end at a maximum length of 8
semiprimes.

Third Case: d ≡ 4mod9
For this case, the sequence of semiprime numbers must consist of semiprimes congruent
to 4mod9, 8mod9, 3mod9, 7mod9, 2mod9, 6mod9, 1mod9, and 5mod9 in that order. The next
number in the sequence after the semiprime congruent to 5mod9 would be congruent to 0mod9.
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Since that number would have factors of 3, 3, and at least one other number, the number cannot
be semiprime. If the semiprimes started on any other semiprime not congruent to 4mod9, the
sequence would reach 0mod9 before 4mod9, and therefore cannot reach its maximum length.
Therefore, the semiprime arithmetic sequence would be forced to end at a maximum length of 8
semiprimes.

Fourth Case: d ≡ 5mod9
For this case, the sequence of semiprimes must consist of semiprimes congruent to
5mod9, 1mod9, 6mod9, 2mod9, 7mod9, 3mod9, 8mod9, and 4mod9 in that order. The next
number in the sequence after the semiprime congruent to 4mod9 would be congruent to 0mod9.
Since that number would have factors of 3, 3, and at least one other number, the number cannot
be semiprime. If the semiprimes started on any other semiprime not congruent to 5mod9, the
sequence would reach 0mod9 before 5mod9, and therefore cannot reach its maximum length.
Therefore, the semiprime arithmetic sequence would be forced to end at a maximum length of 8
semiprimes.

Fifth Case: d ≡ 7mod9
For this case, the sequence must consist of semiprimes congruent to 7mod9, 5mod9,
3mod9, 1mod9, 8mod9, 6mod9, 4mod9, and 2mod9 in that order. The next number in the
sequence after the semiprime congruent to 2mod9 would be congruent to 0mod9. Since that
number would have factors of 3, 3, and at least one other number, the number cannot be
semiprime. If the semiprimes started on any other semiprime not congruent to 7mod9, the
sequence would reach 0mod9 before 7mod9, and therefore cannot reach its maximum length.
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Therefore, the semiprime arithmetic sequence would be forced to end at a maximum length of 8
semiprimes.

Sixth Case: d ≡ 8mod9
For this case, the sequence must consist of semiprimes congruent to 8mod9, 7mod9,
6mod9, 5mod9, 4mod9, 3mod9, 2mod9, and 1mod9 in that order. The next number in the
sequence after the semiprime congruent to 1mod9 would be congruent to 8mod9. Since that
number would have factors of 3, 3, and at least one other number, the number cannot be
semiprime. If the semiprimes started on any other semiprime not congruent to 8mod9, the
sequence would reach 0mod9 before 8mod9, and therefore cannot reach its maximum length.
Therefore, the semiprime arithmetic sequence would be forced to end at a maximum length of 8
semiprimes.

Therefore, since all cases have a maximum length sequence of 8, any semiprime arithmetic
sequence of even distance d without a factor of 3 and starting semiprime s > 9 must have a
maximum length of 8.
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The table below shows examples of maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequences
with even distances d without a factor of 3 as well as into which case each distance d is
categorized.

Maximum Length Sequences with even distance d without a factor of 3: (Sequences have
alternating colors to help with readability)
Distance

Maximum Length Sequences

d = 2, d ≡ 2mod9

8129, 8131, 8133, 8135, 8137, 8139, 8141, 8143 ; 9983, 9985, 9987,
9989, 9991, 9993, 9995, 9997 ; 99443, 99445, 99447, 99449, 99451,
99453, 99455, 99457

d = 3, d ≡ 3mod4

115, 118, 121 ; 155, 158, 161 ; 203, 206, 209 ; 215, 218, 221 ; 259,
262, 265

d = 8, d = 8mod9

112697, 112705, 112713, 112721, 112729, 112737, 112745, 112753 ;
292103, 292111, 292119, 292127, 292135, 292143, 292151, 292159 ;
362771, 362779, 362787, 362795, 362803, 362811, 362819, 362827

d = 10, d = 1mod9

13501, 13511, 13521, 13531, 13541, 13551, 13561, 13571 ; 27433,
27443, 27453, 27463, 27473, 27483, 27493, 27503 ; 45937, 45947,
45957, 45967, 45977, 45987, 45997, 46007

d = 14, d = 5mod9

1751, 1765, 1779, 1793, 1807, 1821, 1835, 1849 ; 3029, 3043, 3057,
3071, 3085, 3099, 3113, 3127 ; 31001, 31015, 31029, 31043, 31057,
31071, 31085, 31099

d = 16, d = 7mod9

31921, 31937, 31953, 31969, 31985, 32001, 32017, 32033 ; 60307,
60323, 60339, 60355, 60371, 60387, 60403, 60419 ; 69487, 69503,
69519, 69535, 69551, 69567, 69583, 69599

After proving the upper bound on lengths for arithmetic sequences with distance d being
equal to odd numbers and distance d being equal to even numbers without a factor of 3, moving
to a general proof made significantly more sense than proving more cases since cases that have
not yet been proven require more separate cases for less numbers proven. Both of the previous
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proofs are built off of the fact that p²-1, with p being the first prime number coprime to distance
d, fixes the upper bound on a maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence. All that needs to
be done to find the upper bound on length for a maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence
of distance d is to find the smallest prime number not a factor of d, square that prime, and
subtract 1. For example, the integer 30 has factors 2, 3, and 5. Therefore, the smallest prime
number that is not a factor of 30 is 7. Thus, p = 7 when the distance between semiprimes d = 30.
This means that the upper bound on a maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence with d =
30 is p²-1 = 7²-1 = 48. The reasoning for why this is is shown in the proof below.

Theorem: Assume that a maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence
consists of distance d and starting semiprime s > p² where p is the smallest
prime number not a factor of d. The maximum length semiprime arithmetic
sequence cannot be longer than p²-1.
Terms:
d - distance between semiprime numbers in a semiprime arithmetic sequence
p - first prime number not a factor of d
s - first semiprime number in a maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence
n - defined in proof

Proof:
Assume that the maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequence of distance d is longer than
p²-1. To be a maximum length sequence, the semiprime arithmetic sequence must reach every
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value x where 1modp² ≤ xmodp² ≤ (p²-1)modp². Parameters s and d must both be congruent to
(n)modp². If only d is congruent to (n)modp² and s is not congruent, the sequence would reach
0modp² before reaching (n)modp² and would therefore not reach the maximum length. However,
the sequence would consist of semiprimes congruent to (n)modp², (2n)modp², (3n)modp², … ,
n(p²-2)modp², and n(p²-1)modp². The sequence cannot continue after the semiprime congruent to
n(p²-1)modp² since the next possible term in the sequence is (np²)modp² ≡ 0modp². This means
the integer congruent to 0modp² consists of the factors p, p, and at least one other number.
Therefore, the number cannot be semiprime. Therefore, the sequence would end at n(p²-1)modp²
and could only consist of a maximum of p² - 1 semiprime numbers.
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The longest semiprime arithmetic sequences found thus far using a program written for
this thesis are shown below. It is unclear if the upper bound on sequence length for some
distances is their actual maximum length or if their maximum length is another unknown
number. The true maximum length for any d = 6n with n being some positive integer remains an
open problem unable to be answered by this thesis.

Longest known semiprime arithmetic sequences [4]:
Distance

Length

p² - 1

Starting
Semiprime

Factors

2

8

8

8129

(11×739), (47×173), (3×2711), (5×1627), (79×103),
(3×2713), (7×1163), (17×479)

6

15

24

186779

(17×10987), (5×37357), (11×16981), (13×14369),
(367×509), (7×26687), (5×37363), (227×823),
(19×9833), (83×2251), (257×727), (5×37369),
(7×26693), (11×16987), (67×2789)

30

18

48

15009191

(109×137699), (19×789959), (457×32843),
(7×2144183), (73×205607), (773×19417),
(13×1154567), (11×1364491), (359×41809),
(223×67307), (7×2144213), (17×882913),
(151×99401), (2287×6563), (31×484181),
(733×20477), (157×95603), (7×2144243)

60

20

48

6624991

(1223×5417), (59×112289), (193×34327),
(7×946453), (41×161591), (17×389723),
(31×213721), (13×509647), (19×348709),
(11×602321), (7×946513), (79×83869),
(1327×4993), (23×288077), (67×98893),
(29×228479), (443×14957), (7×946573),
(37×179083), (631×10501)

210

21

120

12529277

(229×54713), (31×404177), (17×737041),
(13×963839), (29×432073), (157×79811),
(179×70003), (19×659513), (283×44279),
(11×1139197), (383×32719), (113×110899),
(53×236449), (79×158633), (23×544879),
(373×33599), (13×964049), (191×65617),
(557×22501), (17×737251), (11×1139407)
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570

23

48

14840857

(479×30983), (179×82913), (29×511793),
(23×645329), (3413×4349), (2383×6229),
(7×2120611), (43×345229), (1009×14713),
(13×1141999), (11×1349687), (3709×4003),
(127×116911), (7×2121181), (17×873461),
(103×144169), (199×74623), (53×280199),
(2267×6551), (587×25301), (7×2121751),
(11×1350257), (13×1142569)

9600

25

48

1782371

(19×93809), (661×2711), (43×41897), (563×3217),
(83×21937), (293×6247), (7×262853), (103×17957),
(17×109363), (157×11903), (11×170761),
(857×2203), (13×145967), (7×272453),
(1321×1451), (31×62141), (151×12821),
(37×52583), (79×24749), (19×103409), (7×282053),
(11×180361), (23×86677), (127×15773),
(487×4133)

80040

26

48

20326787

(13×1563599), (7×2915261), (281×72907),
(1627×12641), (193×106979), (1277×16231),
(2239×9293), (17×1228651), (7×2995301),
(11×1913377), (313×67499), (181×117167),
(701×30367), (13×1643639), (1069×20063),
(7×3075341), (19×1137233), (1873×11579),
(37×588311), (41×532867), (11×1993417),
(557×39511), (7×3155381), (4241×5227),
(17×1308691), (53×421279)

152250

29

120

3660743

(37×98939), (59×64627), (19×208697),
(281×14653), (23×185641), (167×26479),
(151×30293), (17×278029), (293×16651),
(11×457363), (13×398711), (173×30841),
(61×89963), (67×84179), (557×10399),
(191×31123), (1409×4327), (509×12277),
(109×58727), (31×211403), (11×609613),
(19×360947), (607×11549), (13×550961),
(17×430279), (43×173651), (719×10597),
(23×337891), (1879×4217)
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Chapter 3: Additional Points and Conjectures

There is more than one way to find semiprime arithmetic sequences. All of the examples
of semiprime arithmetic sequences shown in chapter 2 were found and checked through the use
of a computer program specifically created to find these sequences. The program is included in
the appendix at the end of this thesis. Semiprime arithmetic sequences can also be created using
primes in arithmetic progression. For example, the table below lists some of the known primes in
arithmetic progression with minimal final terms. We can create an infinite number of semiprime
arithmetic sequences using any of the values for the table below. For example, using the prime
arithmetic progression for length k = 7, 7 + 150n for n = 0 to 6, we can create a semiprime
arithmetic sequence by multiplying each number in the progression by any other prime number.
Multiplying the expression by 2 gives the 7-term semiprime arithmetic sequence 14 + 300n for n
= 0 to 6. This can be done for any primes in arithmetic progression, not just those shown in the
table below. Therefore, just from multiplying primes in arithmetic progression by another prime
number, we are able to show that there are an infinite number of semiprime arithmetic sequences
for each known length of primes in arithmetic progression with length ≥ 2.

Primes in Arithmetic Progression with Minimal Final Terms [1]:
Length k

Primes for n = 0 to k-1

3

3 + 2n

5

5 + 6n

7

7 + 150n

10

199 + 210n
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12

110437 + 13860n

13

4943 + 60060n

14

31385539 + 420420n

15

115453391 + 4144140n

16

53297929 + 9699690n

17

3430751869 + 87297210n

18

4808316343 + 717777060n

As mentioned in chapter 2, there are some semiprime arithmetic sequences that reach a
length of p² where p is the first prime number not a factor of the distance d between semiprimes
in the semiprime arithmetic sequence. The only way that this can occur is if the starting
semiprime s = p² since that is the only time that s ≡ 0modp² can be semiprime. The first 8
sequences that reach a length of p² as well as the only known even distance that I have found that
reaches p² are listed below. Every distance d ≤ 1000 that reaches a length of p² is listed as
Appendix B at the end of the text. Because of the limitations of the program made for exploring
semiprime arithmetic sequences for this thesis, finding more examples of these sequences would
be an incredibly time consuming process. Modifying the code to find these sequences faster and
easier would be a great continuation of what has been done to find these sequences thus far.

Semiprime Arithmetic Sequences of Length p²
Distance d

Length p²

Semiprime Arithmetic Sequence

17

4

4, 21, 38, 55

29

4

4, 33, 62, 91

81

4

4, 85, 166, 247
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87

4

4, 91, 178, 265

129

4

4, 133, 262, 391

137

4

4, 141, 278, 415

155

4

4, 159, 314, 469

231

4

4, 235, 466, 697

964

9

9, 973, 1937, 2901, 3865, 4829,
5793, 6757, 7721

There are three conjectures that have arisen during the research for this thesis for which
proofs have yet to be provided. These conjectures are listed below.

Conjecture 1a: There are infinitely many “Semiprime Triplets” - meaning 3
consecutive semiprimes in arithmetic sequence.

Conjecture 1b: For all distances d, there are infinitely many semiprime
arithmetic sequences that have a length of p²-1 where p is the first prime
number not a factor of d.

Conjecture 1b is a generalization of 1a. I separated these into two distinct parts since I
believe that the answer to proving 1b may come from proving that there are infinitely many
semiprime triplets first. Conjecture 1a comes directly from modern research surrounding the twin
prime conjecture since I view semiprime triplets as the semiprime equivalent to twin primes.
Conjecture 1b comes from the incredible amount of these maximum length sequences I have
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been able to find for most distances. If 1a is true, I fully believe that it must at minimum also be
true for odd distances.

Conjecture 2: There are infinitely many semiprime arithmetic sequences that
start with and reach a length of p² where p is the first prime number not a
factor of the distance d.

With 34 of these found for distances d under 1000, I am unable to see a reason why these
semiprime arithmetic sequences would ever stop occurring. I believe that proving this conjecture
will have a very different framework to the others since it depends on the starting semiprime
being equal to a specific integer. This will most likely be the most difficult of the three to prove
because of that.
The next conjecture involves looking past semiprime arithmetic sequences and focusing
on arithmetic sequences with all integers included in a sequence having the same number of
factors. I believe that the work done on theorems for semiprime arithmetic sequences do not just
hold for semiprime arithmetic sequences, and the main theorem in chapter 2 can be further
generalized to be proven for all arithmetic sequences consisting of integers with the same
number of prime factors.

Conjecture 3: For any number of prime factors k, the maximum length
arithmetic sequence consisting of k- almost primes with k ≥ 1 is pk - 1 where p
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is the smallest prime number not a factor of distance d and starting integer
s > pk.

First, a k- almost prime is an integer with k prime factors. For example, primes are kalmost primes where k = 1 and semiprimes are k- almost primes where k = 2. The variable k is
determined by the number of primes in a prime factorization of an integer. For example, the
number 12 = 22*3=2*2*3 and therefore has k = 3. This is most likely the easiest to solve of the
three as the framework for the proof for this conjecture has already been done with the proof for
maximum length semiprime arithmetic sequences. Similar arguments made in the generalized
proof in chapter 2 should still hold when generalized to cover any amount of prime factors.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and What is Next

The goal of this undergraduate thesis was not just to discover something new about an
area of number theory that has been sparsely studied. The goal was also to find new questions to
answer and create a foundation that can be built off of by other undergraduate mathematicians as
well as others with strong mathematics and programming abilities. With the amount uncovered
through the research done into semiprime arithmetic sequences of varying lengths and distances,
I can state wholeheartedly that these goals were a success. The introduction of new theorems and
conjectures, discovery and documentation of new semiprime arithmetic sequences, and the
creation of a program to find these semiprime arithmetic sequences have all provided a strong
foundation that can be expanded into a multitude of different areas. The proving of Conjecture 1
and Conjecture 2 may provide an additional avenue that could help prove the twin prime
conjecture. In conclusion, there is much more to be learned and discovered about semiprimes and
semiprime arithmetic sequences, and the work that has been done throughout this thesis is only
the beginning.
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Appendix A: Program Used to Find Semiprime Arithmetic Sequences
import java.util.*;
public class SPs {
// Function to create Sieve for Semi Prime Numbers
static Vector<Integer> createSemiPrimeSieve(int n)
{
int v[] = new int[n + 1];
// This array will initially store the indexes
// After performing below operations if any
// element of array becomes 1 this means
// that the given index is a semiprime number
// Storing indices in each element of vector
for (int i = 1; i <= n; i++)
{
v[i] = i;
}
int countDivision[] = new int[n + 1];
for (int i = 0; i < n + 1; i++)
{
countDivision[i] = 2;
}
// This array will initially be initialized by 2 and
// will just count the divisions of a number
// As a semiprime number has only 2 prime factors
// which means after dividing by the 2 prime numbers
// if the index countDivision[x] = 0 and v[x] = 1
// this means that x is a semiprime number
// If number a is prime then its
// countDivision[a] = 2 and v[a] = a
for (int i = 2; i <= n; i++)
{
// If v[i] != i this means that it is
// not a prime number as it contains
// a divisor which has already divided it
// same reason if countDivision[i] != 2
if (v[i] == i && countDivision[i] == 2)
{
// j goes for each factor of i
for (int j = 2 * i; j <= n; j += i)
{
//if (countDivision[j] > 0)
while (countDivision[j] > 0 && v[j] % i == 0)
{
// Dividing the number by i
// and storing the dividend
v[j] = v[j] / i;
// Decreasing the countDivision
countDivision[j]--;
}
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}
}
}
// A new vector to store all Semi Primes
Vector<Integer> res = new Vector<>();
for (int i = 2; i <= n; i++)
{
// If a number becomes one and
// its countDivision becomes 0
// it means the number has
// two prime divisors
if (v[i] == 1 && countDivision[i] == 0) {
res.add(i);
}
}
return res;
}
private static class Sequence {
int start;
int count;
}
/**
* Get the next index
* @param sem The Vector
* @param i first index
* @param stride the distance between sem.get(i) and sem.get(j)
* @return j such that sem.get(i) + stride == sem.get(j)
*/
private static int getNext(Vector<Integer> sem, int i, int stride)
{
int s1 = sem.get(i);
int j = i + 1;
if(j >= sem.size()) {
return -1;
}
int s2 = sem.get(j);
while(s1 + stride > s2) {
j++;
if(j >= sem.size()) {
return -1;
}
s2 = sem.get(j);
}
if(s1 + stride == s2) {
return j;
}
return -1;
}
private static Sequence getOne(Vector<Integer> sem, int i, int stride, int minLength)
{
int len = 1;
int j = getNext(sem, i, stride);
while(j > 0) {
len++;
j = getNext(sem, j, stride);
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}
if(len < minLength)
return null;
Sequence s = new Sequence();
s.start = sem.get(i);
s.count = len;
return s;
}
static Vector<Sequence> maxSequence(int i, int stride, int max)
{
System.out.println("Stride: " + stride + " Max: " + max);
Vector<Integer> sem = createSemiPrimeSieve(max);
Vector<Sequence> seq = new Vector<>();
int count = 1;
int s1, s2;
int minLength = 2;
for( ; i < sem.size() - 1; i++) {
Sequence s = getOne(sem, i, stride, minLength);
if(s != null) {
seq.add(s);
minLength = s.count;
}
}
return seq;
}
static Vector<Sequence> maxSequence(int i, int stride)
{
return maxSequence(i, stride, 100);
}
// Driver code
public static void main(String[] args)
{
//a - starting number in the vector of semiprimes, best left as a = 0
//b - distance between semiprime numbers, called stride in this code
//c - maximum that will be checked by the program, if c = 1000, only numbers under 1000
//will be checked
Vector<Sequence> seq = maxSequence(a, b, c);
for(Sequence s : seq) {
System.out.println(s.start + ", " + s.count);
}
}
}
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Appendix B: All known Semiprime Arithmetic Sequences that reach a length of p²
Distance d

Length p²

Semiprime Arithmetic Sequence

17

4

4, 21, 38, 55

29

4

4, 33, 62, 91

81

4

4, 85, 166, 247

87

4

4, 91, 178, 265

129

4

4, 133, 262, 391

137

4

4, 141, 278, 415

155

4

4, 159, 314, 469

231

4

4, 235, 466, 697

315

4

4, 319, 634, 949

351

4

4, 355, 706, 1057

377

4

4, 381, 758, 1135

387

4

4, 391, 778, 1165

447

4

4, 451, 898, 1345

501

4

4, 505, 1006, 1507

561

4

4, 565, 1126, 1687

569

4

4, 573, 1142, 1711

629

4

4, 633, 1262, 1891

645

4

4, 649, 1294, 1939

651

4

4, 655, 1306, 1957

681

4

4, 685, 1366, 2047

699

4

4, 703, 1402, 2101

717

4

4, 721, 1438, 2155

741

4

4, 745, 1486, 2227
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767

4

4, 771, 1538, 2305

785

4

4, 789, 1574, 2359

837

4

4, 841, 1678, 2515

861

4

4, 865, 1726, 2587

875

4

4, 879, 1754, 2629

935

4

4, 939, 1874, 2809

945

4

4, 949, 1894, 2839

964

9

9, 973, 1937, 2901, 3865, 4829,
5793, 6757, 7721

969

4

4, 974, 1942, 2911

975

4

4, 979, 1954, 2929

981

4

4, 985, 1966, 2947
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